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TRAVEL

Slow Jam
Getting it on, snail style, in Bohemia.

By MORGAN CHILDS

Art by LUCIE FENCLOVÁ

t’s a sundrenched May day, and as Tomáš the snail farmer

points out, spring fever is in the air. All around us, snails are

midcoitus. There’s a lot of love being made on this small plot of

land, not because snails are particularly frisky, per se, or even

because the pool of viable sex partners is vast for a species of

hermaphrodites. But once a pair of snails gets it going, they keep it going,

to the tune of six hours or so.

Tomáš (that’s TOEmahsh) stands before me with a pair of garden snails

copulating on the palm of his hand like two gobs of silly putty going at it.

The sex lives of snails—and every other part of their lives—strike me as

strange, slimy magic; witnessing the glacial pace of snail tantra firsthand,

I’m tittering like a sixthgrade boy. We’re in Volduchy, a little village in the

Plzeň region of the Czech Republic, and the farm in question is by my

estimates a ten by thirtyfoot operation in the overgrown backyard of a

private home. At night, the joint will be hopping; in daylight, most of the

snails remain huddled under unostentatious particleboard slats, hemmed in

by an electric fence. It may look quaint, but this little business is part of a

loose network of small farmers and their distributors across the country,

one link in a chain that has made the former Eastern Bloc the continent’s

ground zero for commercial heliculture, or snail farming. In 2013, French

farmers urged their agricultural ministry to better regulate and label the
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provenance of the nation’s escargot, revealing that a full 90 percent of the

snails consumed in France were now farmed outside of the country. The

great majority of socalled escargots à la Bourguignonne actually come from

countries like Romania, Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic, and

French palates may actually have come to prefer the fattenedup varieties

imported from the east.

Meanwhile, Czech interest in escargot is rising, according to snail maven

Miroslav Souček (SOWcheck) of the gourmet food producer Delicatessen

Snailex. “After many long years of persuading our market, the Czech

customer is finally beginning to incline increasingly towards the ‘snail

side,’” Mr. Souček told me in a Czechlanguage interview via email. The

Czech Republic is the fifthhighest consumer of snails in Europe, he said,

“and maybe the world!” Mr. Souček was a slow convert to heliculture and a

skeptic of the idea that, in postcommunist Czechoslovakia, snail farming

could be a profitable venture for new entrepreneurs. “I remember how at

the end of 1989 I saw a clip on television about breeding indoor caviar

snails, somewhere on a Swiss farm. I didn’t pay much attention to it,” Mr.

Souček said. “Some time later, I saw an ad offering breeding snails for sale.

The ad was from Slovakia and promised that snail caviar could make you a

great deal of money. As if snails laid golden eggs!”
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Snailex commenced operations in 1991, breeding Helix aspersa maxima, a

large garden snail from Africa. But the company had its big break four years

later as the first purveyors of King Snail Liver, a product that took home the

firstplace award for Originality and Innovation at the 1995 International

Gastronomic Trade Fair in Dijon (“Yes, even the French were unaware that

snails have livers”). Today, Snailex purchases “Maxims” from smallscale

farms like the one run in Volduchy and distributes them worldwide as fancy

deli items, jarred à la Bourguignonne, laced with cognac in soup, and

whipped into pâté with cranberries.

Tomáš is a dude’s dude, straightfaced and crewcut. On the day we meet,

he wears an electriclime “Hollister del Mar” tshirt and black wraparound

sunglasses, sporting a pair of biceps that would qualify him to wrangle with

much larger livestock. He thrusts his hands in and out of plastic crates of

snails as if he were maneuvering heaps of onions or walnuts, not a

mountain of oozing mollusks. As he moves about the farm, an intrepid few

snails begin to make a slowmotion prison break, plopping inelegantly out

of the crates and onto the grass below.

Tomáš refuses to be photographed, and he only gives me permission to use

his first name after he warms up to us a little. Snail farming is a hobby, he

explains, and he doesn’t want his boss at his job job to know that he spends

so much time doing something unrelated. I press on this. “What is your

other job?” I ask in Czech. “It isn’t important,” he tells me. “Do you work in

an office?” I push a little later. “In an office,” he confirms. Conversation

over.
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Tomáš’s helicultural origin story begins on a trip to Strasburg, Germany,

about four years ago. Snails were “everywhere” he said, and he decided to

give them a taste, despite being weirded out by the thought of slime. “I was

sick for three days, literally. But I liked it,” Tomáš said. “I was sick for

three days from this… feeling that I’d eaten the slimy snails that I knew

from nature. Just from that psychological feeling.”

That psychological sickness came with the first glimmer of a business

opportunity. “When I saw that six snails were sold for five euros, I say,

‘That’s expensive.’ Because that’s 150 [Czech] koruna—that’s expensive.

That’s good business,” Tomáš said. “So I came home, I dismantled an old

bed in the apartment, brought in dirt from outside, waited until it rained,

ran outside, collected garden snails, which I took home. And nothing

happened. All that came out of the whole thing was mold.” He had better

success after he purchased a hundred Maxims and then contacted Mr.

Souček for a thousand more, which he bred into 450 kilos’ worth. He found

a business partner in his friend Martin Mareš –a goodnatured guy whose

employment is secure enough that he allowed us to use his full name and

image—and a plot of land to farm on in Mareš’s backyard. They refer to the

farm fondly as Šnečí Údolí, “Snail Valley,” and have plans for an expansion

that would allow them to breed six tons of snails at a time. (They also breed

indoor snails from the comfort of Tomáš’s own home.) “The biggest

problem today are the socalled traffickers, intermediaries,” Tomáš says.

“Some kind of middleman driving a truck goes around the country, buys

snails for a few koruna. Then he resells from them for double what he

should.” Czech farmers are short of partners like Mr. Souček, he said, who

will buy from them at a fair price.
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Snailex makes a pretty good case for eating and farming snails. Beneath the

tagline “Flavor that will never flee,” its website touts meat with enough

protein to rival beef and salmon, loaded with calcium, free of fat and

cholesterol. (How much butter goes into your Burgundy snails is between

you and your god.) Snail farming, Snailex argues, “is not demanding for

space and it does not trouble the neighborhood by any noise or stink.” It’s

also about as nosetotail as you can get. Aside from whole escargot, pâté,

and snail liver, Snailex also sells packages of decorative snail shells and

pearly white caviar.

There’s also a line of cosmetics. “We noticed that thanks to snail slime, the

skin of our hands was soft and supple,” Mr. Souček said. “The snail, unlike

us, never gets sick and never suffers from any skin ailments. His skin

doesn’t age, it remains young and healthy his whole life… and that’s a

dream of mankind.” The miracle slime, Mr. Souček notes, isn’t quite the

same as the slick left behind in a snail’s path. In Volduchy, Tomáš

demonstrates how an aggravated snail secretes the key ingredient. He turns

a Maxim upside down on its shell and quickly rubs his index finger back and

forth along the body of the snail, stressing the animal out so that after only

a few seconds it produces a small puddle of greenish fluid in the palm of his

hand, a bizarre and unappetizing fountain of youth.

For a creature with a bit of an ick factor, it’s remarkable how many luxury

items Mr. Soucek and his farmers can squeeze (or rub, or boil) out of this

gardenvariety animal. I’m curious to know about Tomáš’s relationship

with the snails: Does he feel a fondness for them, a soft spot beneath his

own tough shell? It’s “not bad,” he says. He likes witnessing their life cycle,

watching them multiply from just a handful of specimens to hundreds of

eggs, to fullblown snails ready for slaughter in only about five months.

Their relationship is also a “tasty” one, he tells me (butter and parsley: he’s
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a purist). But for the first time, I detect a hint of a smile. There’s indeed a

strange, slimy magic here, and not even he can resist.
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